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This is our new
newsletter!
Our newsletter aims to spread the word
on the fantastic work happening to
help support the LGBT community. Do
you have a story you’d like to put in the
next newsletter? Contact us!

Latest News

LGBT Home Free
LGBT Home Free has been developed
to support some of the UKs most
vulnerable and marginalised LGBT+
people who are on their journey to
seek asylum.
READ MORE

any relationship can be
abusive
In a bid to highlight that abuse is
not acceptable in any relationship,
the LGBT Tees Valley Forum have
worked together to develop the
poster campaign, ‘any relationship
can be abusive’.
READ MORE

Darlington ARQ
celebrates their
2nd Birthday!
Darlington Arq is an LGBT community
organisation offering counselling, peer
support and awareness education.
Everyone can access Darlington Arq.
All of their services are provided by
qualified, fully insured and DBS checked
workers. See their website for more
information.
darlington arq

LGBT Advocates in schools

This programme aims to teach
young people to support other
LGBT pupils. The training will teach
the young advocates to be a first
stop, anything that is told to them
from other pupils will be told to
the safeguarding team/teachers. If
you’d like more information contact
Jack Cummings.
contact

Is your school ready for the
2020 legislation changes?
From September 2020 all secondary
schools will be required to teach
pupils about sexual orientation
and gender identity, and all primary
schools will be required to teach
about different families, which
can include LGBT families. LGBT
Advance has a package to help your
team prepare.
READ MORE

Rainbow Rounders 2019

The third annual Rainbow Rounders
tournament was hosted at Teesside
University to promote diversity and
inclusivity in sport.
read more

Happy Birthday LGBT
Advance!
In 12 months, the fund-raising
project has raised over £6000 to
help support isolated communities
who are living in poverty, repeat
victims of hate crime, and struggling
with poor mental health.

READ MORE

North Star Housing Finalist
in the LGBTQ Awards!

Stockton CGL & Hart Gables
at Leeds Pride

North Star was one of the six
finalists in the category for
Inspirational Workplace award
for continued efforts to make the
work place inclusive. North Star
just missed out on the award but
we were very proud to have been a
finalist and involved.

On Sunday 4th September, Stockton
CGL and Hart Gables teamed up to
visit Leeds Pride! Staff and service
users from both organisations
travelled down together by coach
and arrived in time to enjoy some of
the brilliant musical performances.

read more

READ MORE
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